
Content Marketing. 
Strategically created. Perfectly organized. 



Where does strategy come into content marketing?

There is one simple truth: Nobody likes bad 
content. And bad content only leads to bad sales. 
Meanwhile, people are looking for good content. 
And when they like the content, they are more 
likely to buy.

And that applies to any type of content. Whether 
social media posts, websites, press releases, 
mailings, landing pages or presentations.

The production of this content costs money. A lot of 
money. And even more money is spent on content 
marketing, through Adwords, Facebook Ads, 
Banner-ads or Native Ads.

Have you ever considered just how much money 
and time are wasted through bad Content?

Most businesses have literally "no plan" for their 
content creation. We aim to change that. And for 
this very reason, we have developed Scompler. 

Strategy rules!
Your mission is to develop a strategy, draw up a 
plan, and then implement this plan! Strategic 
Content Marketing is a complex business. It doesn't 
work with Excel. 

Its purpose is to bring:
 the right content
 through the right channels
 in the right format
 in the right context 
 in the right setting

to your target group. And to coordinate this in all 
sectors: on the web, in social media, in advertising, 
in help sections - everywhere!

DO YOU ACTUALLY KNOW HOW MUCH MONEY YOU WASTE FROM USELESS CONTENT?
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Scompler helps you in the creation and 
implementation of your comprehensive 
Content Marketing Strategy. 



Fields of application for Scompler

… the use of Virtual Newsrooms
Scompler enables the centralized management of 
all business content. In this way all departments are 
constantly aware of the plans and actions of others. 
This in turn leads to clear, effective and efficient 
business management.

… by making Content Marketing strategic
Scompler is specially developed to integrate 
content strategies in an editorial schedule. Editors 
are supported in their work, creating and 
implementing posts related to the strategy.  

… making Excel editorial schedules obsolete
In many businesses there are dozens of different 
Excel editorial schedules from different 
departments with different formats. Scompler 
enables all these calendars to be produced on a 
single platform.

… by using complex Social Media
Increasingly more Social Media sectors have to put 
more content onto more and more platforms for 
use. And this is one of the biggest challenges for 
you in your business. Scompler will help you to 
overcome this challenge.

… by improving teamwork
Creating Team Content today is a costly business 
due to the numerous tools needed to do this: From 
email to Dropbox, Excel right through to Word. 
With Scompler you work with one single tool. 
Together.

IF "SCOMPLER" IS THE ANSWER – WHAT WAS THE QUESTION? 
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You will benefit the most from this if you 
have a documented content strategy. Let 
us help you get there

Scompler helps users overcome many of the New challenges in the digital world, e.G.



Get a grip on content with Scompler!

Scompler has been developed on the basis of the 
needs and requirements of specific client projects 
and its success lies in the very practical relevance in 
the market of Content Marketing Software.

And Scompler makes teamwork simpler. Vision: 
Around a dozen applications such as email, 
Dropbox, Excel and Chats, as well as Google 
Analytics etc. can be used in a single program.

Plan: Scompler is the best content planning 
tool on the market. Scompler offers powerful 
topic-based and editorial schedules as well as 
a clearly laid out content calendar.

Produce: Scompler supports you in team-
based content production: With Asset-
Management, Workflows, Approvals, 
Collaboration, Discussions and much more.

Publish: Scompler enables you to post 
directly in Wordpress and other CMSs as well 
as on social networks - in some cases 
automatically and scheduled as needed.

Promote: Scompler enables you to 
effectively promote your content over Paid, 
Earned and Owned Media.

Prove: Scompler links your planning with 
Performance Data. This means you can 
analyze which content is successful and why.

Scompler relieves the burden of planning, 
production and publication of your contents, 
as well as the processes for promotion and 
proving!
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Strategy

Scompler replaces half a dozen other
programs and guides you through all 
processes within a single platform



You can store your developed strategies with 
Scompler including target levels and personas, so 
that when creating content you don't lose sight of 
what you want to achieve.

The strategic parameters are easily exported in PDF 
format with a simple click. This will provide you 
with a clear summary of your content strategy.

Content Strategy represents the core of 
Scompler. It makes Scompler unique in all 
content marketing software.
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Strategy: Implementing the content strategy

Scompler takes you through all relevant 
steps of a professional Content Marketing 
Strategy.



And Scompler does not only limit this feature just 
to the storage of personas - or groups where 
applicable - but also the option to define single 
strategies for each defined persona. Thanks to the 
intelligence of Scompler, during planning and post 
creation, you are shown the relevant targets 
specifically for the selected persona. 

Through colorful highlights, you are constantly 
reminded during planning and production, of any 
content, that you wish to achieve and why.

Scompler offers a unique feature to help you tailor 
individual posts effectively to one persona.

If you choose a Persona in a post, Scompler 
provides you with recommendations for the layout 
of the text - and set strategies for the relevant 
persona.
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Strategy: Individual strategies for personas

You identify the strategy for an individual 
persona, and Scompler acts a guiding compass 
for each one.



In Scompler you can map all your content in the 
corresponding content types, in order to 
immediately identify the format. On selection of a 
format, different parameters and an input screen 
for the post are adapted, depending on which 
information is necessary for the type of post and 
which channel is assigned to it.

A series of formats are immediately defined, while 
the set up of new post types is really simple. In this 
way The post types can be classified individually. Along 

the same lines different types of post also have 
different functions in Scompler.
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Strategy: Creating content type; online and offline

Scompler enables you to plan and manage 
absolutely any type of content.



Above all when you work in the company with 
colleagues from other departments or even with 
other agencies, it can really make sense to 
configure Scompler for each individual. 

The Team function in Scompler enables all people 
to be configured, whether involved in planning, 
creation, publishing or promotion. These team 
members can also be created and managed as 
separate entities from the individual users.

Here all individuals are sorted into "groups" in 
which the relative rights are easily controlled.
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Strategy: Setting up teams, rights and workflows

When you work in teams, specific roles can be 
defined, and specific rights can be assigned to 
each role. 



The topic plan helps you with this, to deal with 
topics not only with single posts but with different 
formats and media to be set in "stories". This is one 
of the keys to successful content marketing!

Management is flexible and user-friendly: Sort your 
posts using the Drag & Drop function and edit 
individual items by a simple click.

Live Updates

Thanks to a special push technology you can work 
together with your team and external colleagues on 
the topic plan - each from their own work place. 
Each change appears immediately on each screen. 
So the editorial conferences can even be held over 
the phone!

Strategic topic plans in Scompler form the 
foundations for good content marketing.
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Planning: Strategic topic planning

Grafiken von Scompler Partner Kresse & Discher GmbH



The editorial schedule probably has the most 
familiar layout in Scompler: It basically corresponds 
to the good old Excel spreadsheets - but Scompler
is far more intelligent than that. 

In the editorial schedule on Scompler you can 
display and filter all posts as you like. We have pre-
configured a number of filters, for example for 
single texts in work flows or posts, in which you 
yourself are involved.

You can also adapt and display all parameters of 
your requirements as necessary. In this way you 
have a clear and individual editorial schedule 
directly on hand at all times.

An optimized print function also allows you to 
export editorial schedules to save or print in PDF 
format. So the new and old worlds re-unite once 
again: You create your plans in a highly flexible 
database, to then produce clearly legible editorial 
schedules to pass on to colleagues - even offline. 
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Planning: The editorial schedule

The editorial schedule enables planned 
content to be filtered according to your needs 
and ensures efficient production planning.



The editorial calendar enables you to build content 
within a time sequence. Thanks to numerous filters, 
you can select to have an overview of a wide range 
of content or complex structures (filters such as by 
type, story, post type, status, channel and many 
more).

New entries or posts can be scheduled at any time 
point by a simple click.

Yearly schedule
The yearly schedule shows you a view of the entire 
year, with all campaigns. 

Weekly schedule
The weekly schedule enables you to enter a 
detailed schedule for the week: Here you can 
schedule postings at the precise times..

Display your content in the usual calendar 
view and manage content directly in the 
calendar itself.
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Planning: The editorial calendar



With the buzztracker, you can follow which topics 
are most shared or liked, based on social web 
signals, and schedule events accordingly. This will 
enable you to identify topics of interest and 
attraction to your target groups.

You can also select your own sources at any time 
(e.g. competitors, relevant influencers or 
magazines) for observation, in order to personalize 
the buzztracker according to your individual 
requirements.

You can also add all competitor and branch 
publication RSS feeds to your buzztracker. This 
means that you can not only watch what is being 
published in Scompler but also how the target 
groups react. 
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Planning: Topic identification

The buzztracker enables you to define which 
topics appear immediately to view on the web 
- or which captured most attention over the 
last few days, weeks or months. 



The Dashboard gives you an overview of the 
current situation.

• What other tasks need to be described, in order 
to publish a schedule? 

• What promotions need to be created?

• Which posts need to be approved?

• Which tasks are still open and which need to be 
assigned?

The Dashboard summarizes your tasks and those of 
your team. so that as soon as you log in you know 
your current status. 

On log-in, each user can see his/her current 
status and what tasks are required.

Outstanding or pending tasks and events are 
shown in red.

In your stream you can see all events and 
comments of the team on all posts entered.
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Production: The Dashboard

THE SCOMPLER DASHBOARD IS THE PERSONAL STARTING POINT FOR EACH TEAM MEMBER. THIS 
REMINDS EACH MEMBER WHAT HIS/HER CURRENT TASK IS AND WHAT HE/SHE HAS TO DO NEXT.

1

2

3
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Production: Post cards

Content Marketing today requires the 
implementation of a host of different tools: Excel, a 
Project schedule, a data storage application such as 
Dropbox, email exchange and many more. 
Scompler does all this in one single software 
application.

Tab: Plan
Here you can enter all scheduling data such as 
deadlines, milestones, priorities or topics. 

Tab: Material 
Here you can upload images, films and documents 
to Scompler, as needed for the creation of the post.

Tab: Strategy
Here you can enter the goals to be achieved by the 
post, with definite specifications for content 
settings. 

Tab: Team
Here you can enter all people involved in the 
creation of the post. This means you can include 
yourself in the production of workflows. 

Tab: Discussion
Here you can hold team discussions in a single 
location on issues regarding creation. 

Tab: Promotion
When creating a blogpost here you can also 
prepare posts for marketing via Twitter and 
Facebook. 

Tab: Text
The text tab contains a text editor and a range of 
text reviewing tools. 

Tab: Tasks
Here you can delegate tasks to your team 
members.
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POST CARDS ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENTS IN SCOMPLER. HERE YOU HAVE A CLEAR 
LAYOUT OF ALL YOU NEED TO CREATE A POST.



Thanks to integrated visual editors, your team can 
enter posts directly in Scompler and format them 
as required, including images, videos and preview 
documents when needed.

Scompler offers functions to check and discuss texts 
and then publish directly in Wordpress, a Content 
Management System or on social networks. 

As long as someone is working on the text as part 
of a team, editing is blocked for all other members. 
Scompler stores each check version separately, so 
that you an always restore previous versions when 
you want.

Say goodbye to chats and endless email chains 
- write and discuss texts directly in Scompler.
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Production: Writing texts and discussions



You can also include image attachments in your 
social media posts directly in Scompler, even for 
multiple channels at the same time. The preview 
function shows you in real time how the post is 
displayed on the channel.

Via supporting networks, you also have the option 
"Mentions" to integrate and adapt preview links 
and images.

In Twitter and Facebook you can then publish posts 
either manually or schedule them automatically. 

On all other networks, you have the option of semi-
automatically scheduling posts. A single click brings 
you to the page of the network, where you simply 
need to paste the text by pressing Strg + V and click 
on "post". 

Create your posts including images or links in 
Scompler
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Production: Social media post entries



Scompler offers tools that can help right from the 
creation of a text, to ensure the production of high 
quality content:

• The integrated counter displays the word count 
of the posting, the number of sentences and 
characters and the number of words per 
sentence.

• During the readability check, you are helped by 
the integrated analysis based on the Flesch
index and the Viennese formula for technical 
texts.

• Avoid filler words or long sentences and words 
thanks to the built-in tools in Scompler.

• Enter checklists that editors need to observe, 
directly in the post.
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Production: Integrated help for quality assurance

Take advantage of the integrated help 
function in content production.



If you create briefings for your editors or external 
service providers, you will really appreciate this 
functionality in Scompler. 

The parameters defined for postings can be simply 
exported in PDF format and sent directly by email. 

The result is a briefing complete with requirements, 
background information, as well as the set 
objectives. Editors too will appreciate the precise 
information provided.

The strategic objectives can be created at the touch 
of a button in the form of briefing PDFs, which can 
then be forwarded to editors. 
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Production: Implementing the content strategy

Briefings have never been so good!



When you enter a post, Scompler enables you to 
directly add all documents (PDFs, images, videos, 
web links) to be used or serve as inspiration. 

Thus you no longer need to send these items 
separately as email attachments, or store on the 
server or on the cloud for subsequent use.

The saved files can then be displayed individually 
and commented on by the team.

All that's needed for the post can be uploaded and 
stored on the posting level - Say goodbye to email 
attachments, Google drive and Dropbox links!
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Production: Images and documents in one place

Put all you want to create in a single post.



Especially if you work in a team, Scompler will 
simplify collaboration and the management of 
individual steps in the process. By creating user 
roles, the system then establishes the user 
responsible for each step.

For example if you change the status of a post from 
"In Production“ to "For approval“, Scompler
enables you to send an email directly to the 
approver or other recipient as required.

Scompler also enables you to create tasks for 
individuals or for several team members, whether 
in relation to a specific post or a general task.

Create the workflow for your team and 
simplify task management for implementing 
your content strategy.
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Production: Workflows, tasks and approval processes



You can limit permissions required by each team 
member for the workflow, and customize them 
whenever needed. Depending on which tasks need 
to be performed by a user in the workflow, you can 
set specific rights accordingly (Strategy, 
Buzztracker, Task, etc.) or combined or remove 
specific elements (e.g. index tabs).

This means you have constant control over what 
your team cam see and work on, and which content 
you wish to retain control of, for example when 
certain strategies should remain confidential.

The following roles are pre-configured in Scompler, 
with the corresponding rights: 
■ Author
■ Content Manager
■ Approver
■ Know-How expert
■ Project leader

Das Verwalten von Rollen und Berechtigungen in 
Scompler ermöglicht es Ihnen, Ihr Team mit den 
nötigen Rechten und Rollen auszustatten, die Sie 
für eine effiziente Operationalisierung Ihrer 
Content Strategie brauchen.
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Production: Assigning individual rights in a team

Adapt the rights of users and assigned roles to 
your specific needs.



Scompler enables you to automatically schedule 
and send posts on your social media channels 
(Twitter, Facebook). If you prefer not to set 
Scompler to publish posts automatically at specific 
times, you can opt to receive a notification email 
and then publish them manually. 

In the case of channels, where automatic posts are 
not possible, we offer the option of semi-automatic 
publishing. The text can be copied by a simple click, 
after which you are guided to the right location 
where you can add the post as required.

If there are strict rules within your company, this 
process can be set via "Read Only" mode to prevent 
Scompler from publishing on these channels.

Management is simplified significantly when 
interfacing with social media channels:

■ Import previous posts from a link and develop 
them in Scompler.

■ Make posts in the calendar, theme and editorial 
schedule so you can be sure that they tell the 
story you want to tell.

■ Automatic synchronization
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Publishing: sending direct Social Media posts

Link your Social Media Accounts and publish 
your posts directly from Scompler.



By interfacing your Content Management System 
you can upload content from Scompler to your CMS 
whenever needed. Blog posts can also be uploaded 
by Scompler as a draft version in your CMS, where 
you can make the finishing touches.

Previous posts from your blog can be imported 
from a social media channel link in just a few 
seconds, for further mapping in Scompler.

Should you wish to manage your website with a 
different Content Management System, simply 
contact us and we can install the interface that you 
need.

Intuitive interfaces based on credentials

Import previous posts with a single click

Export drafts from Scompler to the Content 
Management System

Platforms: optimize elements in CMS
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Publishing: Interfacing with Wordpress & Co.

SCOMPLER SYNCHRONIZES BLOG POSTS FROM WORDPRESS IN BOTH DIRECTIONS. BUT OTHER 
CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS CAN ALSO BE COMBINED.

1

2

3
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Thanks to an interface with Facebook Ads Manager, 
you can create Facebook Ads in Scompler:

■ Select stored target groups using the Ads 
Manager

■ Plan and have your budget approved in advance

■ Schedule direct posts on Facebook. The display 
is then checked by Facebook (e.g. 20% text rule).

Posts to be published later can still be sent 
immediately to Facebook (to then be published by 
Facebook at the scheduled time) or leave it to 
Scompler to send the post to Facebook when 
scheduled. The advantage of the first option is that 
you can receive prompt feedback on your ad. 

Do you want to increase the range of your 
posts through Facebook Ads? Scompler lets 
you do this too.
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Publishing: Interfacing with Wordpress & Co.



Even when content is good, there is no guarantee 
that it will be found. Content Distribution and 
Promotion therefore plays an increasingly 
important role in content marketing strategies.

Scompler allows you to plan and distribute your 
content for your channels to the platform, at time 
intervals set by yourself. This means you can draw 
up any promotional post individually and use 
variations of teaser texts.

Automatic posts mean that posts are published in 
advance at set times. In the case of semi-automatic 
posts, the relevant user and Scompler are notified 
by email when publishing is scheduled.

Plan the promotion of your content in 
advance.
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Promotion: Advance planning of promotional posts



Scompler enables the user to recall performance of 
a specific post at any time. Here Scompler shows 
you how many interactions the post has in different 
social media channels and how your promotional 
posts reached them. 

Interfaces with Piwik and Google Analytics also 
enable you to check the number of visits to the bog 
posts, how these are distributed over time intervals 
(30 days) and where the visitors are located (traffic 
sources).

On request, interfaces with a Web Analytics system 
of your choice.

Social Signals (comments, likes, shares, 
retweets, etc.) on posts and individual 
Promotion Posts

Promotion post engagement (likes, retweets, 
etc.) easily viewed for each post

Visitor statistics taken from Google Analytics 
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Proving: Performance data on each post

SCOMPLER SHOWS YOU ALL RELEVANT PERFORMANCE DATA FOR ALL YOUR CONTENT IN JUST A 
FEW SECONDS: THIS INCLUDES DATA FROM WEB ANALYTICS AND SOCIAL NETWORKS.
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The report function provides an overview on the 
output of your team in a selected time interval. The 
pre-configured standard report provides you with 
an overview of:

• Which type of post is most frequently 
published

• The total posts published per month

• How intensively a topic is dealt with per 
month

If strategic parameters are weighted in the 
strategy, here the system measures whether the 
targets have been reached.

In the "Social Signals“ are, you can also learn which 
stories, personas and topics are most popular. 
Individual reports can also be generated on 
request.

See at a glance which types of posts are 
published and the relative volume.

Get to know which stories work most and 
which stories are most successful on the social 
web.

Combine these statistics with the analysis to 
obtain the key elements for your content 
strategy.
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Proving: Reporting and charts for export

USE REPORTS TO ESTABLISH WHICH PERIODS ARE CRITICAL AND WHICH TOPICS ACHIEVE MOST 
RESONANCE.
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Scompler offers a powerful analysis module, with 
which you can check which content performs best 
and above all, why. 

This means that you can select which are the most 
important and effective parameters according to 
your needs. The software then compares the posts 
that show the best performance (Top 5 or Top 10) 
and compares them with the average values of all 
posts. 

This helps you to identify the critical factors for 
success and the next steps you need to take. 

Select the parameters enabling you to 
measure data and make conclusions on the 
efficiency of your content marketing.

Compare the parameters that achieve above-
average performance.

Use the insights to adapt and improve your 
strategy.
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Proving: Performance analysis of content

SCOMPLER'S PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS ENABLES YOU TO IDENTIFY PATTERS AND ESTABLISH 
WHICH CONTENT REACHES WHO AND WHY.
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And are there any smaller versions?

Scompler ONE is the free version for bloggers, 
freelancers and small business with just one 
employee in Marketing. Access is limited to one 
account. 

With the four different versions of Scompler we offer a scalable solution for all 
requirements: From freelancer bloggers to agencies who want to serve your client accounts, 
through to communications departments within a company. 
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ONE

ONE+

TEAM

PRO

Version ONE+ offers the option of several users 
with access to a single account. The ONE + version 
also includes additional features This costs 19 euro 
per user and month. 

Scompler Team offers professional functionalities 
for collaboration as a team including tasks and 
chats. The TEAM-Version also includes additional 
features and costs 49 EUR per month and user.

The PRO-Version, at 99 EUR per User and month 
offers the full scope of performance features as 
described in this brochure. Is it also completely 
customizable. 



Prices and Packages: All prices per user and month
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0,00 € 19,00 € 49,00 € 99,00 €

Alle Preise netto pro Nutzer und Monat



Training and consultancy: On site or by webinars

Take advantage of the Scompler partner network, 
boasting experienced and skilled Consultants and 
agents, who can guide you in the development of your 
strategy. 

Based on a strategy framework, Scompler helps 
businesses meet the challenges of modern marketing.

Webinars
Get an insight of Scompler with a 2-3 hour webinar.

Support and coaching
When needed, we can support you in the set-up of 
Scompler according to your requirements, with the 
option of on-site personnel training. 

Strategy consultancy
We can advise you on strategy development with a 
series of workshops, based on the SCOM-Framework.

WE PROVIDE YOU WITH STRATEGIC 
TRAINING AND CONSULTANCY ON SITE.
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When data protection and security are particularly 
important 

Scompler is hosted as standard in the Amazon 
Cloud in Ireland, the most reliable and powerful 
freely available IT-Infrastructure. Scompler
therefore fulfills the standard requirements related 
to access security, data protection and availability. 

However, if you have special requirements, we can 
also host Scompler on a private cloud with Amazon, 
in house at your company on a server or on a 
private cloud at a German host as needed. 
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Simply contact us with your requests!

Scompler GmbH

Rablstr. 37, 81669 München
Telephone: +49 (89) 4895 1944
E-Mail: mirko@scompler.com
Web: www.scompler.com

Your contact person: Mirko Lange

Find more information on the methods behind 
Scompler at www.slideshare.net/talkabout

And if you have any other questions, 
we are available at:
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http://www.slideshare.net/talkabout


Connect your brand with the 
everyday reality of your customers


